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ABSTRACT

Results are presented of an investigation into the effect of truck tire inflation pressure and axle load on flexible and rigid pavement performance as determined by using computer analysis programs. The flexible and rigid pavement analyses were conducted with both an experimental nonuniform contact pressure distribution and a uniform circular contact pressure distribution as input to the computer programs. The results indicated for the flexible pavement analysis that high inflation pressures and heavy axle loads cause higher tensile strains at the bottom of the surface course, but that only heavy axle loads and not increased inflation pressures are responsible for higher compressive strains at the top of the subgrade course. The rigid pavement analysis indicated an insignificant difference between results obtained by using an experimental and a uniform contact pressure distribution model.

A variety of factors are known to contribute to pavement damage, including climate, traffic density, and the loads from automobile and truck tires. Historically, the subject of the effect of truck tire inflation pressure has received little attention for several reasons, including the following: (a) simplifying assumptions made in past road design procedures have made knowledge of the actual pressure distribution unnecessary, and (b) it is difficult to make measurements of the contact pressure over the entire contact area. The influence of tire inflation pressure as well as the contact pressure distribution between the tire and the pavement will both undoubtedly play a larger role in highway design after their role in causing pavement damage is better understood.

The contact pressure distributions for truck tires loaded at various axle loads and tire inflation pressures were obtained experimentally by using a pressure-sensitive film technique (1). These experimental data were used to determine the effects that the magnitude and shape of the truck tire contact pressure distribution have on the stresses, strains, and deformations developed in the pavement. Computer programs, typical of those used by highway engineers in pavement analysis and design work, are used to determine the strains and stresses of interest for both flexible and rigid pavements. The strains and stresses for an experimental contact pressure distribution will be compared with those obtained by using a uniform pressure model.

The objective of this paper was to determine the effect of tire inflation pressure, tire axle load, and tire pressure distribution model on the strains...
and stresses in flexible and rigid pavements. A significant portion of this paper will concentrate on flexible pavements because of their anticipated sensitivity to the pressure distribution. Tensile stresses in rigid pavements will also be investigated. The pavement descriptions and computer models used in the analysis of pavement stress (strain) will be described.

**FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT MODEL**

Figure 1 shows the flexible pavement model with surface, base, and subgrade courses. The surface courses in this study had thicknesses \(H_s\) between 1 and 4 in. and a Young's modulus \(E\) of 400 ksi (note that the modulus would depend on the season of the year). The base and subgrade had thicknesses of 8 and 16 in., respectively, and Young's moduli of 20 and 6 ksi, respectively. The course thicknesses and Young's moduli chosen correspond for the most part with those of a road with low traffic volume.

![Flexible pavement model](image)

**FIGURE 1** Flexible pavement model.

**Pressure Distribution Model for BISAR**

BISAR uses a common form of data input, that of a circle with a uniform pressure acting on the circular area (see Figure 2) or concentric circles with different pressures acting on each annular area (see Figure 3).

![Uniform pressure distribution](image)

**FIGURE 2** Uniform pressure distribution.

The traditional approach has been to assume that the contact area is circular in shape (2). This assumption simplifies the equations used in the analysis. In addition, three assumptions were made about pressure: that it is uniform, that it acts on the circular area, and that it is equal in magnitude to the tire inflation pressure. The simplified theoretical analysis was believed to be of sufficient accuracy for design work. However, premature failure of pavements could be caused by an underestimation of the strains and stresses due to truck tire loading. A more realistic model of the pressure distribution is shown in Figure 3. A half-section view of this pressure distribution, which is used as input to program BISAR, is shown in Figure 4. The computer input data are specified by a pressure distribution and the radial distances associated with each pressure level.

![Concentric cylinder pressure distribution](image)

**FIGURE 3** Concentric cylinder pressure distribution.

![Sample input to computer program BISAR](image)

**FIGURE 4** Sample input to computer program BISAR.

To match a given tire load, the radial distances are uniformly adjusted so that the sum of the forces (pressure intensity multiplied by the annular area on which it acts) equals the applied load. The form of data input, that of concentric circles, permits the use of pressure distributions containing localized annular regions of high pressure and the resulting large pressure gradients (such as those that occur at a tread gap and a tire shoulder). The pressure distribution input to BISAR for the six cases studied in this paper is given by Marshek et al. (3).

Regions of high contact pressure along the tire contact width were visually identified from numerical prints of the experimental pressure distributions; lines were then drawn along the length of the print to identify these regions. The region of high contact pressure between the tire shoulder and circumferential gap was of special interest for this case because of the magnitude of the pressures that exist in the region. Therefore, this region was divided into four smaller areas to preserve the extremely high pressures (which occurred on a local level throughout this region) that would be lost if an averaging scheme were used over a larger area. Relatively low pressures from the gap to the tire centerline make this region less significant in the
analysis; therefore, larger areas were used in this region. The distance between the tire centerline and the section line is an approximate radial distance.

A representative pressure distribution is obtained by drawing two lines across the tire print, which creates 14 enclosed regions containing different pressure values in each region. Averaging the pressures in each region determines the pressure that acts on the corresponding annular area of the input pressure profile. The radial distances defining the areas on which the pressures act were adjusted so that the total tire load equaled that used in obtaining the experimental data. This step was necessary because the experimental and input pressure distributions have different forms. For example, the high pressures that act only at the tire shoulder in the experimental distribution completely encircle the print on the computer input model. The radial distances are adjusted in a manner that keeps the relative size of each region proportional to the corresponding region on the actual tire footprint.

Computer Model BISAR

The flexible pavement modeled with the program BISAR (4) consists of three courses (surface, base, and subgrade) with full friction between adjoining layers. The thickness of the course, Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio for each course are assumed uniform throughout the pavement and are specified as input to BISAR. The frictional condition (no friction or no slip) that exists between adjacent courses is also user-specified (4).

The output variables of BISAR are the stresses, strains, and deflections developed in each course in response to the applied load. Strain is the most useful variable when dealing with flexible pavements because theoretical relationships used in pavement design generally involve the strains developed in each course. The tensile strain at the bottom of the surface course and the compressive strain at the top of the subgrade were studied because they are known to contribute to pavement damage.

Damage to flexible pavements is caused by a number of different mechanisms, with the resulting damage usually being indicative of the mechanism involved. Because the computer models used calculate only responses to load (such as displacements, stresses, and strains), only types of damage that may be related to those responses may be studied. This excluded types of damage such as frost heave, bleeding, pumping, and so on—leaving two major mechanisms to be addressed: fatigue cracking damage and rutting.

When a surface course with a relatively high stiffness is subjected to high pressures or heavy loads, it is able to carry and transmit the load without developing large compressive strains. However, the high stiffness causes large tensile and shear strains to be developed at the bottom of the surface course. The tensile and shear strains cause lateral movement of the material in the surface course away from the region below the tire contact zone and are responsible for longitudinal cracking.

Compressive strains are more of interest when a surface course with low surface stiffness is used. In this case, high compressive strains are found in all the pavement layers in response to a heavy tire load. These strains, particularly those in the subgrade, are responsible for most of the rutting observed. Past studies have indicated that 70 to 95 percent of the compressive strain is found in the subgrade layer; therefore, the vertical compressive strain at the top of the subgrade is of most interest (5). This strain will be the second output variable (the tensile strain at the bottom of the surface course being the first) of interest from the computer program BISAR.

RIGID PAVEMENT MODEL

A rigid pavement is modeled as a two-layer system resting on a Winkler foundation in the computer program JSLAB (4). Material properties and slab dimensions are shown in Figure 5. The slab size is 15 ft long and 12 ft wide. The frictional condition existing between adjacent layers is assumed fully bonded. The maximum horizontal (edge) stress at the bottom of the slab is the desired output variable.

RIGID PAVEMENT ANALYSIS PROGRAM (JSLAB)

The computer program JSLAB was used in this study to show what effect different input pressure distribution models had on the tensile stress at the bottom of the slab where the tensile stress is at a maximum. This is the critical stress for a rigid pavement, provided that the material is relatively homogeneous and contains no stress concentrations.

Pressure Distribution Model for JSLAB

The form of input used by JSLAB is an array of pressures acting at specific locations in the tire footprint (see Figures 6 and 7). In addition, the program allows the user to apply the tire load anywhere on the slab. This permits a worst-case analysis to be performed, as when the tire load is applied at the corner of the slab.
Effect of Tread Type (Bald or Treaded Tire) on Tensile Strain at the Bottom of the Surface

Figure 9 shows the effect of the tread type (bald or treaded tire) on critical tensile strains at the bottom of a 1-in. surface pavement at two different inflation pressures (i.e., 75 psi and 110 psi). (Note that tread 7545 indicates the treaded tire at 75 psi inflation pressure and an axle load of 4,500 lbf.) Using a 1-in. surface thickness permitted trends in strain to be more easily observed. A more realistic surface course would be 2 to 4 in. thick when normal-to-heavy wheel loads were anticipated (7). The overinflated treaded tire (inflation pressure of 110 psi) generally produces higher tensile strains than the bald tire, except for the underinflated case (inflation pressure of 75 psi) for the same axle load. When underinflated, the bald tire maintains a higher average pressure under the center of the tire (less shoulder effect), causing the strains to be higher at radial distances of approximately 1.5 in. and less. The treaded tire produces the tensile strain of greatest magnitude because of the regions of high pressure near the tire shoulder.

The critical tensile strain produced by three different pressure input models (i.e., bald, treaded, and uniform) is plotted against surface course thickness in Figures 10 and 11. For the underinflated case (Figure 10), the treaded tire distribution produces significantly higher strains for thin surface thicknesses than does the bald tire distribution or uniform pressure model. As the surface thickness is increased, agreement between the three models improves; the models predict similar results with surface thicknesses greater than about 2.5 in. The uniform pressure model consistently underestimates the strains for the underinflated case.

Figure 11 shows that for the overinflated case, the uniform pressure model always overestimates the strain produced. As was discussed previously, the treaded tire produces larger strains than the bald tire for all surface thicknesses. In addition, the most significant difference between the strains pro-
Effect of Tire Inflation Pressure and Axle Load on Tensile Strain at the Bottom of the Surface

Figure 12 shows plots of the tensile strain at the bottom of the surface course for the treads tire at three inflation pressures with a surface course thickness of 1 in. This plot demonstrates how inflation pressure determines the shape of the strain contour as well as the location of the maximum strain. For an underinflated tire, the high shoulder pressures produce the largest strains at a radial distance of about 2.5 in. Increasing the inflation pressure moves the highest strains toward the region beneath the center of the tire in response to the increased contact pressure on the corresponding area of the surface course.

Figure 13 shows the effect of inflation pressure on the critical tensile strains for surface course thicknesses from 1 to 4 in. The overinflated tire consistently produces higher strains than the underinflated tire. For a typical surface course thickness (2 to 4 in.), although the difference between the strains for the underinflated and overinflated cases is small, the pavement life reduction due to high inflation pressure may be significant. In general, the pavement distress is an exponential function of strains in the pavement. To evaluate the additional pavement damage produced by the increase in tire inflation pressure, a strain ratio of two different inflation pressures needs to be calculated and related to the known fatigue and permanent deformation laws.
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Figure 14 Effect of axle load on tensile strain at the bottom of a 1-in. thick surface pavement.

Effect of Tire Inflation Pressure and Axle Load on Compressive Strain at the Top of the Subgrade

Figure 14 shows the critical tensile strain developed at the bottom of the surface course by applying 4,500-lbf and 5,400-lbf loads to the treaded tire (at inflation pressure rated at 90 psi). The maximum critical strain for the overloaded case occurs roughly 2.5 in. from the tire centerline because the overloaded tire produced a high contact pressure region between the circumferential tread gap and the tire shoulder. Figure 15 shows the maximum critical strain obtained for two axle loads and the usual range of surface course thicknesses. For a 20 percent increase in axle load, the overloaded tire consistently produces the highest strains with a difference of about 20 percent being observed for a typical surface course thickness.

In addition to the tensile strain in the surface course, the vertical compressive strain at the top of the subgrade is also of interest because this strain is known to play a major role in pavement rutting damage. Figure 16 shows that an increase in inflation pressure produces a small increase in the compressive strain developed at the top of the subgrade for the usual range of surface course thicknesses.

From Figure 17 it can be observed that the axle load has a significant effect on the compressive strains developed at the top of the subgrade. The figure indicates that a 20 percent increase in axle load produces approximately a 20 percent increase in the critical subgrade compressive strain for a typical surface course thickness.

Rigid Pavements

Figure 18 shows the edge stress at the bottom of the slab versus the distance along the wheel path for the case of the treaded tire at 4,500-lbf load and the uniform pressure model, both at an inflation pressure of 110 psi. The tensile stress for both cases is almost identical. Although not demonstrated in this paper, only the axle load (among the variables considered) affects the magnitudes of the
stresses developed in a rigid pavement in response to tire loads.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the limited number of tire contact pressure distributions and pavements discussed in this paper, the following conclusions can be drawn.

For flexible pavements:

• Superimposing a tangential load (braking force) onto the normal load has little effect on the strains produced under the center of the tire. However, for radial distances larger than about 1.0 in., the effect of braking force becomes more significant; the maximum difference in the surface tensile strains occurs at a radial distance of about 2.5 in. Therefore, the effect of braking force should be considered because it affects most strongly the strains of interest (the maximum tensile strains in the thin and flexible pavement).

• Tread type (bald or treaded tire) has a smaller effect on the critical tensile strains developed at the bottom of the thicker surface course. A treaded tire produced slightly higher strains than did the bald tire, which indicates that as a tire wears a small decrease will occur in the maximum tensile strain produced.

• Tire inflation pressure has a significant effect on the critical tensile strains at the bottom of the surface course. Inflation pressure determines not only the magnitude of the tensile strains produced but also the location of the maximum tensile strain relative to the tire centerline. An under-inflated tire produced a maximum strain near the tire centerline. Although little difference exists between the magnitudes of the tensile strains produced for the two cases, particularly when a realistic surface course thickness of 4 in. is used, the pavement life reduction due to high inflation pressure may be significant because the strain ratio not the difference is a significant factor in determining the pavement damage life.

• Inflation pressure will have an insignificant effect on the compressive strains developed at the top of the subgrade. For surface course thicknesses between 2 and 4 in., the effect of inflation pressure is negligible. Therefore, inflation pressure is an insignificant factor with respect to subgrade rutting.

• Axle load was the most significant factor causing high strains in flexible pavements. Regions of high pressure (between the tire shoulder and circumferential gap) produce significant increases in the tensile strain at the bottom of the surface course, with the maximum strains occurring below these high-pressure regions. The increase in tensile strain is a function of the surface course thickness; the effect is most dramatic in pavements with thin surface courses. The axle load increases the tensile and horizontal shear strains in the surface course, making axle load the primary factor (among those studied) in causing fatigue cracking.

• The effect of the axle load on the critical strains in the subgrade is relatively uniform for all surface course thicknesses. Increasing the axle load increases the maximum compressive strain by a proportional amount, regardless of surface course thickness. Therefore, axle load plays a significant role in subgrade rutting damage.

For rigid pavements:

• Close agreement between the tensile stresses obtained when using the experimental and uniform pressure models indicates that pressure distribution has little effect on rigid pavement damage. The uniform pressure model gives almost identical results (when compared with the experimental model) for predicting tensile stresses.
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Rigid Bottom Considerations for Nondestructive Evaluation of Pavements

WAHEED UDDIN, A. H. MEYER, and W. RONALD HUDSON

ABSTRACT

Mechanistic analysis of dynamic deflection basins for evaluating in situ moduli of pavement-subgrade systems has become an important part of nondestructive pavement evaluation techniques. Discussed is the influence of a rock layer on the evaluation of in situ moduli by using the multilayered linear elastic theory. The value of Young's modulus of elasticity of the subgrade overlying a rock layer can be significantly overestimated if a semi-infinite subgrade is assumed in applying the linear elastic layer theory to analyze deflection basins. An algorithm has been developed to correct this type of error for two cases: (a) when the subgrade thickness is known and (b) when depth to the rock layer is unknown. For the Dynaflect and falling weight deflectometer systems, a rigid bottom can be considered for the second case by assigning a subgrade thickness as a function of the wave length of compression wave in the subgrade. The computer programs FPEDDL (for flexible pavements) and RPEDDL (for rigid pavements) incorporate procedures for evaluating in situ moduli with regard to rigid bottom considerations in pavement-subgrade systems.

Nondestructive testing (NDT) is an indispensable part of pavement condition monitoring procedures. Recent surveys indicate that dynamic deflection measuring devices are used by a majority of agencies for nondestructive pavement evaluation. Among these, the Dynaflect is the single most popular and widely accepted NDT device, followed by the Road Rater and falling weight deflectometer (FWD). Several agencies are currently evaluating FWDs because of improvements in their operating characteristics and their ability to apply variable and heavy dynamic loads. These devices use seismic sensors to measure surface deflections when the pavement surface is excited by dynamic loads.

The deflection basins formed by the dynamic deflection measurements from an array of seismic sen-